I am Vinod Moger, working as a Assistant Professor in Mechanical Department, Jain University, Bangalore.
The Jigsaw activity conducted by Mr. Santosh Naik , Asst Prof Mechanical Department HITAM , it's very systematic & very good learning process for the students. Through this pedagogy i learned how to implement jigsaw pedagogy effectively....Team building, communication etc

Thank you for the appportunity and request to conduct these kind activities in future.
Dear sir,

It’s a very good move, wherein the Institute have implemented the project based learning. The students are getting enlightened with the real time applications of the topics which are taught. Making students industry ready for taking up the challenges
I Prasanna Kumar, working as an Assistant Professor in Mechanical Department, MVJCE, Bangalore. The Jigsaw activity conducted by Mr. Santosh Naik, Asst Prof Mechanical Department HITAM, it's a very systematic & very good learning process for the students. Through this pedagogy, I learned how to implement jigsaw pedagogy effectively...Team building, communication, etc